Application of a decision-support tool to assess pooling strategies in perfusion culture processes under uncertainty.
Biopharmaceutical manufacture is subject to numerous risk factors that may affect operational costs and throughput. This paper discusses the need for incorporating such uncertainties in decision-making tools in order to reflect the inherent variability of process parameters during the operation of a biopharmaceutical plant. The functionalities of a risk-based prototype tool to model cost summation, perform mass balance calculations, simulate resource handling, and incorporate uncertainties in order to evaluate the potential risk associated with different manufacturing strategies are demonstrated via a case study. The case study is based upon the assessment of pooling strategies in the perfusion culture of mammalian cells to deliver a therapeutic protein for commercial use. Monte Carlo simulations, which generate random sample behaviors for probabilistic factors so as to imitate the uncertainties inherent in any process, have been applied. This provides an indication of the range of possible output values and hence enables trends or anomalies in the expected performance of a process to be determined.